Wildly stronger!
Keep ice longer!

THE COOLER YOU’VE

ALWAYS
WANTED
THE LAST YOU’LL

EVER NEED

How many coolers have you owned? The higher the
number, the more you’ll appreciate a YETI®. Our coolers
are rotational-molded, using the same materials and
process used to make whitewater kayaks. This process
is more costly, but the result is a cooler with a dramatic
durability advantage. And a YETI® keeps ice longer — a
lot longer — with over twice the insulation compared to
most ordinary coolers. YETI® Coolers are the ultimate in
design, performance and durability.

Features as tough as YETI® Coolers themselves

WILDLY
STRONGER!

NeverFail™ Hinge System

AnchorPoint™ Tie-Down Slots

NeverFail™ Hinge System
YETI®’s full-length integrated hinge system will not fail.
A full-length, rust-proof aluminum rod connects and
holds the body and lid together. Plus, hinge-stops are
molded into the lid, so the hinge can’t break.

YETI® Coolers are built to take the rugged
abuse that comes with the way we work
and play.
Unlike ordinary coolers, which are essentially
disposable, YETI® Coolers are made to last!
Broken handles, busted hinges, failed latches,
caved-in lids, cracked corners... sound familiar?
If you’re like most, you’ve experienced all of
these with the coolers you’ve owned. Even the
most expensive ordinary coolers can’t take the
punishment dished out by the average
outdoorsman, let alone the pros. That’s why
we make YETI® Coolers.

AnchorPoint™ Tie-Down Slots
T-Rex™ Lid Latches

LipGrip™ Handles

Tie-down slots are molded into the cooler body for
solid mounting. They’re perfect for securing your YETI®
to a boat, truck bed, trailer or barbecue rig. Compatible
Tie-Down Kits available (see Accessories).

Rotational-molded construction makes
YETI® Coolers virtually indestructible.
Roto-molding, the same process used to make
whitewater kayaks, ensures impact resistance
and long-term durability. Ordinary coolers are
glued together and the seams separate
over time. Both the lid and body of a
YETI® are built with seamless,
one-piece construction.

DoubleHaul™ Handles

LipGrip™ Handles
The integrated, recessed handles on a YETI® make solo
carrying easier. Plus, they save valuable space and won’t
get in the way.

YETI® Coolers are certiﬁed
bear-proof by the Interagency
Grizzly Bear Committee (IGBC)!

Vortex™ Drain System

YETI® Coolers meet IGBC standards
for bear-resistant containers. They have
been thoroughly tested in both controlled
bear simulations and with wild grizzly bears.
With locks in the integrated padlock ports of
a YETI®, grizzlies get nothing but frustrated.

“A very well designed
product. YETIs are built like a tank!”
-Jim Dungan, Houston, TX

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

T-Rex™ Lid Latches

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

Vortex™ Drain System

DoubleHaul™ Handles

The heavy-duty rubber T-latches, with
patent-pending technology and
molded-in keepers, keep your
lid securely closed and are
built to last.

Non-marking rubber feet help
keep your cooler where you put
it. They prevent sliding and keep
your YETI® up off the deck for easy
rinsing. Sliding feet also available
(see Accessories).

YETI®’s screw-in gasketed drain plug
is leak-proof and rugged. It’s designed
to drain when partially open without
having to fully remove the plug. The
cooler ﬂoor is channeled and recessed
for easy draining.

You can’t break the handles on a YETI®. They
have a textured grip and are secured with
marine-grade nylon rope. There’s no
slippery plastic to hold on to while
transferring to a boat or a truck. Attachment
points are integrated into the cooler body and
keep handles out of the way when not in use.

YETI® Tundra™ Cross Section

KEEP ICE LONGER!

FatWall™ Design
All YETI® Coolers feature extra-thick walls designed to house added insulation
for maximum ice retention.

Keeping things cold is what a cooler is all
about. With thicker walls, more than twice the
insulation and a full-frame gasket, YETI®
out-performs the competition - it’s not
even close!

InterLock™ Lid System

PermaFrost™ Insulation
YETI®’s proprietary PermaFrost™ insulation is pressure-injected, giving you
exceptional thermal resistance for unmatched ice retention.

ColdLock™ Gasket

Thicker walls mean more cold-containing
insulation.
The FatWall™ design of the YETI® Tundra™
puts two inches of premium PermaFrost™
insulation in the walls for maximum ice
retention. You’ll typically ﬁnd just a 1/2 inch
of insulation in ordinary coolers and maybe
an inch in the more expensive models. The
bottom line is that insulation thickness
correlates to ice retention, and YETI®
is second to none!

ColdLock™ Gasket

The YETI® ColdLock™ gasket minimizes unwanted air exchange, locking out heat
while sealing in cold.

FatWall™ Design

InterLock™ Lid System
A YETI® lid doesn’t just rest on top of the cooler body - it interlocks. This creates
an essential form-ﬁtting barrier between your contents and the outside
elements.

PermaFrost™ Insulation

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet
Non-marking rubber feet keep your YETI® up off hot surfaces such as concrete or
asphalt, minimizing heat transfer.
Sliding feet also available (see Accessories).

YETI® Coolers don’t just
close, they seal!
Unlike ordinary coolers, YETI®
Coolers feature the ColdLock™
full-frame, freezer-quality
gasket that seals around the
entire lid to minimize air
exchange. This seal, combined
with our InterLock™ lid system,
assures maximum, long-term
ice retention.

“Kept ice for 5 days
in 100-plus degree heat!”
– Arnie Chandola
Northwest Voyageurs

Tips To Maximize Ice Retention*
1. Pre-cool your YETI® – When starting with a warm cooler, a lot of ice is required to lower the core
temperature of the heavily insulated walls. Prior to loading your YETI®, store it in a cool environment or
use a sacriﬁcial bag of ice.
2. Use quality ice – Ice can get much colder than its freezing point. Warm ice (near 32°F) is typically wet
to the touch and dripping with water. Cold, sub-zero ice is relatively dry and will last substantially longer.
3. Freeze or pre-chill contents – Prior to loading your YETI®, freezing or pre-chilling cooler contents like
meat or beverages will help your ice last longer.
4. More ice is better - We recommend ﬁlling your cooler with as much ice as possible. Ideally you want to
have an ice to contents ratio of at least 2:1.

“Over three days in the blistering
summer heat and it still had ice in it!
What a quality product!”
- Don Kisky, Whitetail Freaks

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

“Held ice for 6 days in
the Texas heat. Imagine what it
would do in New York City.”

“Using dry ice in my
YETI allows me to stay in
the field twice as long, which
means better trips for my clients.”

– Hoke Bullock, Marathon, TX

– Brandon Boedecker, PRO Outfitters

5. Use dry ice – YETI® Coolers are Dry Ice Compatible™ and can handle the extremely low temperature
(-109°F), whereas ordinary coolers become brittle and crack. Dry ice provides approximately 3X the
cooling power of regular ice and leaves more room for contents.
*Due to the known variables that affect ice retention, and because every adventure is different, YETI Coolers makes
no claim to the number of days your cooler will hold ice. Your understanding of these factors is the key to
maximizing ice retention. For more information on ice retention, please reference your YETI® Owner’s Manual.
(also available online at www.yeticoolers.com/owners-manual)

“ FROM HOMESTEAD TO

HOUSTON

”

“If you put all the coolers that I’ve bought
throughout my lifetime end to end, you’d
have coolers from Homestead to Houston...
Now why would YETI® come along and ruin
a perfectly good consumer like myself?”

– Flip Pallot
Legendary ﬁsherman

Mark Raisler

Jose Wejebe

Scott Walker

Everything I Need

Tough As Nails

Day In, Day Out

“As a drift boat guide who is on the water
150+ days a year, I demand high performance,
quality, and longevity out of my gear. YETI
Coolers, which I ﬁrst discovered ﬁshing in the
Florida Keys, provide everything I need in an
ice chest. Once seasoned with ice, it stays
cold all summer long.”

“YETI Coolers are truly incredible, easy
to use as a casting platform or as a seat.
I found them to be very well built and
tough as nails. I’ve never spent so little
on ice.”
– Jose Wejebe

“As hard and as much as we ﬁsh in the
Florida Keys, I need a cooler that performs
day in and day out. Other coolers would only
last one season. My YETI is on its third
season - it still looks and works like new.”

– Mark Raisler
Headhunters Fly Shop
Rick Murphy
Steve Rodger

All the Pros Agree
“No matter if I am offshore or inshore, I need
equipment that will perform under the
toughest conditions while preserving
valuable deck space. YETIs are tough, they
keep ice longer, and they make the ultimate
casting platform. Whether in front of the
center console or underneath the rocket
launcher, there is always a YETI to meet my
needs. All the pros agree: YETIs are the best.”
- Rick Murphy
Florida Insider Fishing Report

Larry Dahlberg

Out Of The Equation
“Over the past 10 years, I have destroyed
many coolers and spent thousands on ice.
Since putting a YETI in my skiff, the worry of
normal cooler wear and tear has been taken
out of the equation...”

– Steve Rodger

Spanish Fly

Into The Blue

Most Durable Ever
“YETI Coolers are the most durable ice
chests I have ever owned! We use them on
our guide boats every day and they look
like new, keep ice for a week and make
great casting platforms.”
– Rich Tudor
Saltwater Experience

Add Ice and Forget About it
“Charter ﬁshing for over 30 years, I’ve
learned that every ﬁsh matters! We take
time to ensure the survival of all the ﬁsh we
release and more importantly the freshness
of the ﬁsh we keep. YETI Coolers provide the
best insurance that a hard day’s work on the
water is rewarded with the freshest catch
back on the dock. Plus being virtually
indestructible, they are always ready to
go, just add ice and forget about it.”

Perfect Shape
“I’ve dragged coolers packed with camera
gear and other breakables to over 80
countries and I’ve got a small mountain of
them with broken latches, broken hinges,
cracked liners, and worn off bottoms. I
bought 3 YETI Coolers several years ago, and
they’re still in perfect shape. Plus, they hold
ice for days. Sure wish they’d been around
20 years ago, it would’ve saved me a small
fortune!”
– Larry Dahlberg

– Scott Walker
Into The Blue

– Jacob Shemper
Key West on the Fly
Jacob Shemper

Rich Tudor

Lifetime Investment

PROS

“I now wonder what I did
before I had a YETI.”

“In my world, a cooler is as important as a home refrigerator. Coolers have to be much more
than just a place to keep cold drinks. They have to be a seat for a 300 lb man and a
casting platform. I used to buy coolers frequently as the lids would be destroyed and
they would no longer hold ice. No more! I have a YETI now; a lifetime investment.”
– Tom Rowland
Saltwater Experience

Hunt for Big Fish

NOTHING

“

COMPARES TO

YETI

”

“When I’m in the wilds of my Yukon moose
territory, I need the toughest coolers on the
planet to keep our supplies safe and fresh.
Nothing compares to YETI.”

– Jim Shockey
Jim Shockey’s Hunting Adventures
World-renowned big game hunter

Lee & Tiffany Lakosky

David Morris

Like No Other

Duck Commander

“We log lots of miles each year pursuing
deer, elk, and all sorts of other big game.
Being tough on our gear just comes with
the territory. Thanks to YETI, we never have
to worry about melting ice, spoiling meat
or broken coolers. YETI does the job like no
other! Everyone else is playing for second
place!”
– Lee & Tiffany Lakosky
The Crush

Jay Gregory

Mark Seacat

Hunt Longer
“Knowing the ice in my YETI Coolers will
still be frozen when I return to the trailhead,
I am able to hunt longer and farther into
the wilderness. With a YETI, I know that
the meat that I have harvested will be kept
ice-cold until I’m able to get it out of the
mountains.”
– Mark Seacat

Ted Nugent

Seacat Creative

Performance

Pat & Nicole Reeves

“Chasing big bucks from New Mexico to
Saskatchewan, we demand the highest
level of performance out of our gear. YETI
Coolers protect our meat and capes en
route to the processor and stand up to
rugged abuse in the ﬁeld. We don’t leave
home without them!”
– Pat & Nicole Reeves

Armored Truck
“Insulated to the hilt and
built like an armored
truck! Finally, a cooler
tough enough for serious
outdoor use. YETIs are
not only durable, but best
of all they keep ice like no
other cooler. Get a YETI
and you’ll be out of the
cooler market for years!”
– David Morris
The Bucks of Tecomate

Working Flawlessly
“My life is dedicated to breaking, abusing
and destroying sporting goods of every
description. My YETI Coolers take
everything I give them and just keep on
working ﬂawlessly. Like me.”
– Ted Nugent
Spirit of The Wild

Don & Kandi Kisky

PROS

- Rick & Julie Kreuter, Beyond The Hunt TV

“If a piece of gear can survive a season
with us, then it is pretty well indestructible.
Our YETI Coolers handled all the abuse we
could dish out and far exceeded all of our
expectations. Not to mention, the name
seems ﬁtting for our style: bold, tough, and
wild.”
– Phil Robertson
Duck Commander

Go Buy Your Own
“I never really knew there was such a big
difference in the quality and effectiveness
of a cooler until I got a YETI. Makes all
my other coolers seem very temporary.
Everyone always wants to borrow my YETI.
I don’t blame them...but go buy your own.”
– Jay Gregory
The Wild Outdoors

Blistering Summer Heat
“We always thought all coolers were
created equal, but were in disbelief when
we got our ﬁrst YETI. We packed it full of
ice and left it in the blistering summer heat.
Three days later it still had ice in it! What a
quality product! We love our YETI.”
– Don & Kandi Kisky
Whitetail Freaks

Driven TV

“As professional guides we want professional
equipment. YETI Coolers are deﬁnitely
professional grade!”

Everything We Could Dish Out

Top in Class
“I’ve never seen a product that is so far advanced
from others in its category, truly top in class.
There is absolutely no match for a YETI.”
-Jeff Simpson
Fencepost Media

BullDog™ Strap Guides
NeverFail™ Hinge System

AnchorPoint™ Tie-Down Slots

An extreme example of how durable
and insulated a cooler can be

YT35

• One-piece, roto-molded construction is extremely durable just like a
whitewater kayak

YT45

• YETI®’s proprietary PermaFrost™ Insulation is pressure-injected, giving you
exceptional thermal resistance for unmatched ice retention

YT50

• T-Rex™ Lid Latches, with patent-pending technology and molded-in keepers,
keep your lid securely closed and are built to last
YT65

• The YETI® ColdLock™ Gasket minimizes unwanted air exchange, locking out
heat while sealing in cold

YT75

• NeverFail™ Hinge System includes a full-length, integrated hinge that is selfstopping and will not break

T-Rex™ Lid Latches

• FatWall™ Design features extra-thick walls designed to house added insulation
for maximum ice retention

LipGrip™ Handles

NEW

YT105

• BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet, are made from non-marking rubber and help keep
your cooler where you put it and up off of hot surfaces
• InterLock™ Lid System enables lid to interlock with the cooler body, creating
an essential form-ﬁtting barrier between your contents and outside elements

DoubleHaul™ Handles

YT110

• AnchorPoint™ Tie-Down Slots are molded into cooler body for solid mounting

YT75

PermaFrost™ Insulation

TUNDRA

™

FatWall™ Design

• Integrated LipGrip™ Handles make solo carrying easier, save valuable space,
and won’t get in the way

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

BullDog™ Strap Guides

Dry Goods Rack (included)

YT155

• Vortex™ Drain System has a screw-in, gasketed drain plug that allows for easy
draining while partially opened and guarantees leak-proof reliability
• BullDog™ Strap Guides allow for your cooler to be securely racheted down
while being hauled or transported

YT250

• Constructed of food-grade material that is Dry Ice Compatible™ and
UV-resistant
• Integrated padlock ports make it easy to bear-proof your YETI®

DIMENSIONS

ColdLock™ Gasket

YT120

DIMENSIONS

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

Item

L"

W"

H"

Gal

Cans*

Item

L"

W"

H"

Gal

Cans*

YT35

21

15-1/2

15-1/2

7.2

20

YT105

30-1/2

19-1/8

20

21.8

59

YT45

25-1/2

15-1/2

15-1/2

9.4

26

YT110

37

17-1/2

20

24.1

65

YT50

24

17

18-1/8

11.8

32

YT120

40

19-1/8

17-3/4

27.3

73

YT65

30-1/2

17

16-1/8

14.3

39

YT155

44

19-1/8

21-1/4

37.5

100

YT75

33-1/4

17-1/2

18

18.7

50

YT250

55

22

21-1/4

58.1

155

*Using the recommended 2:1 ratio of ice to contents

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

Vortex™
Drain System

TUNDRA™

• DoubleHaul™ Handles, with textured grips and marine-grade nylon rope, make
carrying a loaded cooler easier for two people

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

NEW

SECURITY CABLE LOCK & BRACKET
TIE-DOWN KIT
SEAT CUSHION
SEADEK®
CORNER CHOCK SET
BEAR PROOF LOCK
COOLER SLIDES
ALUMINUM BRACKETS
DRAIN PLUG HOSE CONNECTION
BAIT TRAYS
SEASUCKER® TIE-DOWN KIT
SLIDING FEET

The ultimate combination of performance,
durability and portability.
• One-piece, roto-molded construction is extremely durable just like a
whitewater kayak
• YETI®’s proprietary PermaFrost™ Insulation is pressure-injected,
giving you exceptional thermal resistance for unmatched ice retention

Full-length
stainless steel
handle

• T-Rex™ Lid Latches, with patent-pending technology and molded-in
keepers, keep your lid securely closed and are built to last
• The YETI® ColdLock™ Gasket minimizes unwanted air exchange,
locking out heat while sealing in cold
• NeverFail™ Hinge System includes a full-length, integrated hinge that
is self-stopping and will not break
• FatWall™ Design features extra-thick walls designed to house
added insulation for maximum ice retention
• BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet, are made from non-marking rubber and
help keep the cooler where you put it and up off of hot surfaces
• InterLock™ Lid System enables lid to interlock with the cooler body,
creating an essential form-ﬁtting barrier between your contents and
outside elements
• AnchorPoint™ Tie-Down Slots are molded into cooler body for solid
mounting
• Full-length stainless steel handle with textured grip that locks upright
for easy carrying

T-Rex™ Lid latches

• Vortex™ Drain System has a screw-in, gasketed drain plug that allows
for easy draining while partially opened and guarantees leak-proof
reliability
• BullDog™ Strap Guides allow for your cooler to be securely racheted
down while being hauled or transported
• Constructed of food-grade material that is Dry Ice Compatible™ and
UV-resistant

ROADIE

™

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

YR20

Item
YR20

DIMENSIONS
L"
W"
19-1/4

15-1/2

White

H"
15-1/2

CAPACITY
Gal
Cans*
5.2

14

Desert
Tan

*Using the recommended 2:1 ratio of ice
to contents

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES

BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet

ROADIE™

• Integrated padlock ports make it easy to bear-proof your YETI®

TIE-DOWN KIT
SECURITY CABLE LOCK & BRACKET
BEAR PROOF LOCK
SEADEK®

TRUE BELIEVERS
Best Coolers on the Planet
“I took a trip with a couple of buddies to Big
Bend National Park. We used two YETI Coolers, a
Tundra 65 and a Roadie. The trip was ﬁve days in
the summer. Both coolers kept our food, steaks
and beer cold the whole time! Best coolers on the
planet!”
-Ross Kennedy, Texas

YETI in Iraq
“While deployed to Iraq, my YETI would keep ice
for two to three days in the desert sun, while the
other guys’ coolers would have to be ﬁlled twice
a day. I would have to lock the cooler so people
could not steal my cold water. I love my YETI and
would not trade it for another.”

YETI for Life

Icy Cold Beverages

“Bought a YETI... Threw 10 Igloos out the next day
and haven’t looked back! Tough as hell! Look at the
build quality and you will realize you wasted money
buying cheaper coolers that have broken latches,
hinges, handles, drain plugs, etc... You can buy one
YETI for life!”

“I use my Tundra 65 as a poling platform on my
skiff. My YETI is durable, rugged, and keeps my
beverages icy cold during a long day ﬁshing on
the Mississippi coast. I don’t go ﬁshing without it.”

-Sportsman Forum

Best Product On the Market
“I like to ice my venison for at least a week before I
process it. I recently bought a Tundra 120 and placed
a quartered whitetail in it. After adding ice and
sealing up the Tundra, my venison literally stayed
frozen for a week and a half without having to add
any more ice. Thanks for making the best product on
the market.”
-Chad Bell, Louisiana

-Capt. Jay Nelson, South Carolina

“This YETI cooler really is the last cooler you will
ever have to buy. I own and operate a ﬁshing and
hunting lodge on the Bighorn River in Southeast
Montana. The temperatures during the summer
months frequent the high 90’s. These coolers keep
ice for multiple days even in those temperature
ranges. Also, these coolers are truly bombproof.
Fishing and hunting guides are deﬁnitely a true
test for gear durability, and these coolers hold up!”
-Matt McMeans, Kingﬁsher Lodge, Montana

Weekend Warrior

“The combination of unstoppable products and
superior customer service is why YETI Coolers are
the only coolers we carry. They are absolutely
bomber and keep ice longer than any other cooler
on the market.”

“YETI has, without a doubt, set the bar to an
unreachable level. These coolers blow every other
cooler out of the water. The days of loading up
with ice every morning are a thing of the past. We
ﬁll it up on Friday when we arrive, and everything
in the cooler is still ice cold Sunday when we leave!”

-Andrew Martineau, Adipose Boatworks, Montana

“It gets HOT in the Lowcountry marsh, and I need
a cooler that I can rely on to keep my beverages
nice and cold. YETI has fulﬁlled that need and then
some. The cooler was designed strong so it can
also be used as an elevated casting tower - redﬁsh
beware!”

Bombproof

The Only Cooler We Carry

-SSG Robert Harris, U.S. Army

Redﬁsh Beware

-Tom Warren, Alabama

-Brad Young, Texas

Never Before Seen
“All I can say is WOW! I took my ﬂats boat to the
Bahamas and had a rough trip over in the hot sun for
two days. When we set up to snapper ﬁsh, all the ice
and 6 blocks of chum in my YETI were one big frozen
block! I had never seen that before with any other
cooler!”
-Capt. Russell Kleppinger, Florida

On and Off the Water
“Proven, durable, top-quality, ergonomic,
ice-cold... these are all terms that deﬁne a YETI
Cooler. Without a doubt, the absolute best
coolers I have ever used on and off the water.”
–Honson Lau, Florida

Through Hell and Back
“I’ve had my YETI for over a year and a half now and
absolutely love it. Being a college student, I put the
thing through hell and back and it stands strong.
From keeping my beers cold on the weekend, to
keeping the reds and specks cold on the boat on a
hot August day, the YETI does its job better than
any other cooler I’ve ever used.”
-AJ Cabana, TFM, Alabama

Grand Canyon Tough
“We managed to ﬁt two YETI Tundras onto our
raft. They survived three ﬂips, several days of hail
and lightning storms, lots of 90-degree days, and
kept the dirt out and the ice in, for 20 days in the
Grand Canyon.”
-Hildie Oliver, Oregon

Photo
of the
month

contest

Only a YETI
“My YETI is the only cooler that can keep ice for days
in the 90-degree-plus weather in Venice, LA! It keeps
my customers’ ﬁsh fresh and gives them a stable
platform to sight cast for redﬁsh. Only a YETI!”
-Chuck Anderson, Louisiana

Submit your favorite
YETI® photograph
for a chance to win
a YETI® Cooler and
great YETI® gear.
www.yeticoolers.com

Tie-Down Kit 

Corner Chock Set

SeaSucker® Tie-Down Kit
it NEW

Our #1 mounting system! Secure your YETI® Cooler in a boat, truck bed, trailer, or
barbecue rig with the YETI® Cooler Tie-Down Kit. When not in use, only
the low proﬁle deck plates remain, leaving nothing to trip
over. Kit includes two nylon straps with stainless steel
cam buckles, deck plates and mounting hardware. All
hardware is marine-grade stainless steel.

Secure your YETI® with heavy-duty rubber Corner Chocks.
Rubber provides excellent, non-abrasive support and can
withstand years of wear and sun exposure. Kit includes 4
rubber Corner Chocks, 2 marine grade bungees and
stainless steel mounting hardware.

Easily attach these vacuum-cup mounts to your
our boat
(or other smooth surface) without using screws
ws or
creating unwanted drill holes. Once the
SeaSucker® is mounted in place, secure
your YETI® with the provided tie-down straps
to the custom-tailred D-rings.

SeaDek® Slip Resistant Pad 

Cooler Slides

This durable, slip-resistant SeaDek®, made from 6mm EVA foam, provides excellent
traction and extreme comfort when using your YETI® as a standing or casting
platform. The higher you are off the boat deck, the further you can see down into
the water. SeaDek® attaches permanently with a pressure sensitive adhesive
backing. Custom ﬁt for all YETI® Tundra™ models up to the Tundra™ 155.

Perfect for mounting coolers under leaning posts, outdoor bars, etc. YETI® Cooler Slides
allow easy access to your cooler when stowed in hard to reach places. These sliding
tracks are made from StarBoard® and marine-grade ﬁttings. Tie-Down straps and
mounting hardware included. Custom ﬁt for YETI® Tundra™ models up to the
Tundra™ 155.

Seat Cushion - White 

Drain Plug Hose Connection

Security Cable Lock & Bracket



NEW

Protect your investment! The YETI® Security Cable Lock & Bracket are
perfect for securing your YETI® in a truck-bed or any other area
where your YETI® is vulnerable to opportunistic
street thugs.

Aluminum Brackets
Keep your YETI® in place on your boat using permanently mounted brushed
aluminum brackets custom made for your cooler. No straps or bungees mean easy
loading and removal. Marine quality anodized pipe construction provides
durability and longevity.

Your YETI® can do double duty. The YETI® Cooler seat cushion
has at least two inches of dense foam and is made of tough,
white, UV marine vinyl stitched with GORE® TENARA® Sewing
Thread. Screw the included studs into the cooler lid and
snap the cushion in place. All hardware is stainless steel.

Sliding Feet NEW

Seat Cushion - Camo 

Need your YETI® Cooler to slide? Simply replace the
BearFoot™ Non-Slip Feet with these hard plastic
Sliding Feet. Marine-grade stainless steel
hardware included.

This drain plug adapter allows you to drain your YETI® with a garden hose
while it remains in place. The male end of the hose connection
fits most standard hoses. When not in use, simply attach
the provided cap as a leak-proof plug.

Bear Proof Lock

Perfect for the duck boat, dove ﬁeld, deer camp or high-rack, these Realtree®
Advantage Max-4 HD seat cushions are made of durable 600 denier fabric and
stitched with long-lasting GORE® TENARA® Sewing Thread. Screw the included
studs into the cooler lid and
snap the cushion in place.



Long shank Master Lock® protects your contents
and certiﬁes your YETI® as a bear resistant
container. Also keeps friends out of your beer!

Most popular accessories
Tie-Down Kit

Meet your speciﬁc needs with accessories
made as tough as your YETI®

ACCESSORIES

For the full range of YETI® accessories visit www.yeticoolers.com

Bear Proof Lock

Security Cable Lock & Bracket

Seat Cushion
SeaDek® Pad
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Custom Logos
A YETI® custom logo cooler will
make a lasting impression with
customers, clients, supporters
and employees. Applied with
heat, mold-on graphics are
permanently bonded
into the surface of the
cooler. The application
process ensures the
graphic won’t fade,
crack, or peel off.

For more information about our Custom Logo program visit www.yeticoolers.com

Special Edition Coolers*
Perfect for hardcore hunters and diehard fans!

Realtree® MAX4

Mathews® Lost Camo

Burnt Orange & White

Crimson & White

* Limited production runs and model availability.

For the full line-up of YETI®
Special Edition Coolers,
visit www.yeticoolers.com

Purple & Gold

Blue & Orange

Just like our coolers,
YETI® Gear is the ultimate.

YETI® Tervis® Tumbler
The YETI® Tervis® Tumbler is
nearly indestructible and keeps
ice longer, just like a YETI®.

YETI® Koozie®
Fat-foam, old-school
Original Koozie® keeps
your canned beverages
colder longer.

YETI® Tarpon Beverage Entry Tool
This is the ultimate survival tool
for keeping you hydrated in
the ﬁeld. With a twist-off
wrench, church key
bottle opener,
and can tab
opener, this is a
must-have for
your adventures.
You won’t want to
leave home
without it.

YETI® Visor
Classic tour style
visor with wide
brim, dark
underside
and large
sweat band.
Best visor
period.

YETI® Tees
Rugged yet remarkably
comfortable. Available
in a variety of styles
and colors.

For the full selection
of YETI® swag, visit
www.yeticoolers.com

YETI® Guide Belt
Being lost in the wilderness without a
bottle opener will never be a problem
again! 1.5” nylon webbing with forged
aluminim buckle.

YETI® Trucker Hats
The dark under-brim
cuts glare. The mesh
top helps keep you cool.
One size ﬁts most.

YETI® Croakies®
Original Croakies® are
the most dependable
sunglass straps
available.

Simms® Camo 6-panel

Low-Proﬁle Trucker

YETI® Sportsman Decals
Great way to show your
YETI® pride. Comes in a
variety of species, from
Elk to Blue Marlin. Looks
great on a boat, truck,
SUV, and anywhere else!
Actual decals are WHITE
not black.

YETI® Ladies Tank
Bella® tank tops are
super soft and remarkably
comfortable for the ladies!

Foam Trucker

YETI® Buff ®

GEAR

YETI®’s killer Caribbean Camo Buff ® will
keep you cool on the water. Whether you
are headed offshore, stalking the ﬂats,
or ﬂoating a trout stream,
the YETI® Buff® has
you covered.

“ I NEVER REALLY KNEW THERE WAS

SUCH A BIG DIFFERENCE IN THE

QUALITY
AND EFFECTIVENESS
OF A COOLER UNTIL I GOT A YETI.
MAKES ALL OTHER COOLERS SEEM
VERY TEMPORARY.”
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YETI Coolers is proud to be ranked in the Inc 500 list of the
nation’s fastest growing private companies. This would not
have been possible without such dedicated, enthusiastic
customers and a strong network of loyal dealers. We view
this as conﬁrmation that the world needs coolers that are
wildly stronger and keep ice longer!

THE YET

– Jay Gregory, The Wild Outdoors

The YETI® “Don’t Worry”
5 year Warranty
If any part of your YETI® malfunctions or
breaks, simply contact us for prompt repair
or replacement. Don’t worry, it’s a YETI®!

PHONE (512) 394.9384

FAX (512) 857.9387

info@yeticoolers.com

